
THE MEMBERS OF TEAM RETAWATCH DO OR WILL NOT SEND YOU 
PRIVATE MESSAGES UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES. 

WE REQUEST INVESTORS TO TAKE HEED OF ANY FRAUD ATTEMPTS.

IMPORTANT 
ANNOUNCEMENT 

CONCERNING RETAWATCH (RTW) COIN



RETAMESSAGE

RETACINEMARETASHARE
RTW
RETAWATCH

Users will be able to access RETAWATCH app via the infrastructure provided 
by a private network operating within RETAWATCH (RTW) COIN.

 
RETAWATCH, being the main app, contains 4 side applications. Users will be 
able to register to all social media platforms within RTW via TrustWallet and 

Metamask without providing any personal information. In addition, users 
must use RTW’s main app in order to access the side applications.



We are a team under the brand of 
RETAWATCH (RTW) COIN and our aim is to 
provide music and TV series/movie services 
through private networks on a 
decentralized platform.
Users can access any TV series/movies and 
music they wish on these platforms and 
publish their content freely within a 
decentralized area.

There will be 4 side applications in a single Main application... 
She will be able to log in to the main application, download the 
application she wants to use and use it ..
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Under the decentralized structure of Retatube and Retashare 
applications, users will be able to upload photos and videos of their 
choice to our platforms and earn pro�ts in line with the number of 
views and likes they receive. (1 million views = 1000 USDT – 1 million 
likes = 500 USDT)

No personal information will be requested from users when registering 
for RETAWATCH and its side applications [RETATUBE, RETASHARE, 
RETAMESSAGE, RETACINEMA].

 Users will be able 
to sign into RTW 
apps through 
TrustWallet and 
MetaMask and 
access their RTW 
accounts through 
our application.



RETAWATCH 
AND SIDE APPLICATIONS 
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Users will be able to view any content shared by other people, create and modify 
their video content, and publish their content through RETATUBE.
 
Provided users do not have the means, they can contact our team and bene�t 
from the equipment support we provide as TEAM RTW.
 
Under the decentralized structure of the Retatube application, users will be able 
to upload photos and videos of their choice to our platforms and yield pro�ts in 
line with the number of views and likes they receive. (1 million views = 1000 
USDT – 1 million likes = 500 USDT)

RETATUBE



Within the RETATUBE application, our musicians and singers who are active on our 
platform will be able to broadcast live and bring their art to the masses.
 
When users start a live broadcast within RETATUBE, they will be able to receive gifts 
from their followers during the broadcast.
 
RETATUBE will be continuously developed and new features that will increase the ease 
of use will be added to the application.



Users will be able to register and access RETAMESSAGE via their Trustwallet 
and Metamask without providing any personal information.
 
Users will be able to message freely within the framework of the private 
network we have created.
 
Within RETAMESSAGE, users will be able to create groups and chat rooms 
and messsage each other.
 
RETAMESSAGE will be continuously developed and new features that will 
increase the ease of use will be added to the application.

RETAMESSAGE



With RETACINEMA, our users will be able to access and watch the TV 
series/movies they want.  

Agreements will be made with platforms such as Net�ix and BluTV, and a new 
feature that will allow the purchase of packages via RTW Coin will be made 
available to users.

Provided users do not have the means, they can contact our team and bene�t 
from the equipment support we provide as Team RTW. If the idea for a 
movie/documentary they o�er is approved by us, equipment support will be 
provided to the users who request it, and they will be able to publish the 
content they produce through their personal accounts.

RETACINEMA will be continuously developed and new features that will 
increase the ease of use will be added to the application.

RETACINEMA



Users will be able to instantly share photos and short videos within RetaShare 
and have the opportunity to make the necessary montages in our application.
 
Users will be able to create and share NFTs within RetaShare and, be able to sell 
the NFTs they have created over RetaShare.
 
Users will be able to yield pro�ts based on the number of likes they receive 
within RetaShare. (1 million likes = 250/500 USDT)
 
RETAMESSAGE will be continuously developed and new features that will 
increase the ease of use will be added to the application.

RETASHARE



COIN BURN



The total number of RETAWATCH COIN is limited to 500 million units and 20 
million units of RTW coin will be burned every 6 months. In total, 400 million 
units of RETAWATCH (RTW) Coin will be burned and removed from the circulation.

This process will continue until the number of units reaches 100 million.



RETAWATCH 
(RTW) TOKENOMICS

Coin Burned Angel InvestorPancakeswap
Liquid

%90 %5 %5



DISTRIBUTION 
OF REWARDS

Every RETAWATCH ( RTW ) COIN trade is deducted by 2%. Platforms such as panca 
keswap usually take 1% of this deduction and the other 1% is distributed to those 
who have RETAWATCH (RTW) COIN in their wallet.

For example; An investor who purchases 1,000,000 RETAWATCH (RTW) will have 
980,000 RETAWATCH (RTW) transferred to their wallet. 10,000 units of the 
deduction of 2%, which is 20,000 RETAWATCH (RTW), are deducted as a fee, and 
the other 10,000 units of RETAWATCH (RTW) are distributed according to the 
current number of shareholders. Shareholders are users who have RETAWATCH 
(RTW) COIN in their wallets.

In this regard, considering there are 1400 existing shareholders, it is 10,000/1400; 
that is, an average of 7 RETAWATCH (RTW) will be distributed to wallets as rewards. 
Namely, users who have 1000 units of RETAWATCH (RTW) in their wallets and users 
who have 100 Million units cannot earn the same amount from the rewards 
distributed. Users who have more RETAWATCH (RTW) in their wallet than other 
users will naturally receive more RETAWATCH (RTW) rewards.



PHASE 1
1) Listing on pancakeswap.
2) Coingecko and Coinmarketcap listings.
3) Price updates with TrustWallet and SafeBall.
4) Persistent marketing and campaigns on all social media platforms.
 

  
1) Quick listing on exchanges (mexc, gateio, binance etc.)
2) In�uential Marketing
3)Reaching 100k holders ve the expansion of RTW Community

1) Launching of RETAWATCH (RTW) network.
2) Release of the �rst app (RETATUBE)
3) Release of the second app RETAMESSAGE)
4) Release of the third app (RETACINEMA)
5) Release of the fourth app (RETASHARE)
6) Brokering deals and sponsorships with streaming platforms. (Net�ix, BluTV, 
Spotify)
7) The feature to buy packages on streaming platforms (Net�ix, BluTV, Spotify etc.) 
via RETAWATCH (RTW) COIN.

PHASE 2

PHASE 3



WEB SITE:
http://retawatch.io/

RETAWATCH ( RTW ) COIN SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS

Telegram : 
Retawatchglobalchat

retawatchglobal
retawatchturkiye

twitter : 
Retawatchglobal

Retawatchcoin

İNSTAGRAM :
retawatchcoin

RETAWATCH COİN KONTRAT ADDRESS : 
0xDF9427170B3aB5e26039591797b538a82391Eac2

SEMBOL : RETAWATCH
İSİM : RTW

ONDALIK : 9


